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 50 caliber machine guns and .50 caliber sniper rifles. In addition to all of that, you can now create and share your own content from a new level editor. With completely redesigned World at War, drop in and join the fight now. •29 massive multiplayer maps (and many more on the way) •New game mode – Conquest •Completely revamped World at War with 14 all-new Operations, including the
return of DICE’s award-winning 1943, and all-new scenarios •Play as .50 caliber machine gunner or .50 caliber sniper, unleash the full power of .50 caliber machine guns and .50 caliber sniper rifles •Pick from over 40 weapons, vehicles and equipment •Create and share your own content from a level editor with support for 64 players, new vehicles, attachments and new gameplay elements

SoundtrackGame Chapters Operation: JUBILEE From the house of DICE comes a World War 2 combat experience that will thrill you with the rich history of DICE's favorite game.  Operation: JUBILEE: Allied Heroes Offensive is a World War 2 combat experience that will thrill you with the rich history of DICE’s favorite game. Play solo, or up to 8 players on Xbox LIVE, your choice! *Features
•Battlefield 3’s highly detailed environment comes alive in this long-awaited World War 2 experience. Run, drive, and fly in a variety of vehicles that are historically accurate to their real-world counterparts. •First player to capture 3 points in the BATTLEFIELD 3™ Commander mode will win. •Play as the Allies or the Axis from a range of first and third-person perspectives. •Play the war as you

want with a wide array of weapons and vehicles, including an all-new fighter plane and an amazing new tank. •Play the war as you want with a wide array of weapons and vehicles, including an all-new fighter plane and 82157476af
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